Corrections by ,
CORRECTIONS 
. 
Readers of Slovene Studies 911-2 (1987), the special issue Lubi Slovenci. A Festschrift 
to Honor Rado Lencek, should note the following two corrections: 
On page 43, the last paragraph should be corrected: 
Original: 
The acrimonies that the age of nationalism 
kindled on both sides of the Drava need not 
dim the unique role that the people "of 
southern origin" played in Magyar history. 
That history is inconceivable with Janos 
Vitez (Ivan Vitez of Sredna), Janus Pan-
v 
nonius (Ivan Cesmicki), ... " 
Correction: 
The acrimonies that the age of nationalism 
kindled on both sides of the Drava need not 
dim the unique role that the people "of 
southern origin" played in Magyar history. 
That history is inconceivable without Jiinos 
Vitez (Ivan Vitez of Sredna), Janus Panno-
v 
nius (Ivan Cesmicki), ... " 
On page 44, the third paragraph should be corrected: 
Original: 
Among the politicians, acquaintance with 
Hungary was even rarer. Only a handful of 
Magyarophiles studied in Budapest (Bans 
Pejacsevich and Szkerlecz, but not Tomas-
sich, Czuvaj, or Mihalovich). Most poli-
ticians did not even know Hungary. . .. 
• • 
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